LiveWall (Green Wall) Elevation
FRONT VIEW - LARGE SIZE PLANTERS

IRRIGATION FEED: [ ] REAR (SEE L2R) [ ] SIDE (SEE L2S)
PLANTER COLOR: [ ] BLACK [ ] RED [ ] SAGE [ ] BLUETONE [ ] COOL GRAY [ ] SAND
WATERING METHOD: [ ] Drip Emitters [ ] Spray Nozzles
DRAINAGE METHOD: [ ] Rear [ ] Bottom

NOTES:
1. TYPICALLY USED INDOORS, MAY BE USED OUTDOORS.
2. LARGE SIZE PLANTERS DRAIN FROM REAR ONLY FOR INDOOR APPLICATIONS.
3. OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS MAY USE REAR OR BOTTOM DRAIN PLANTERS (SITE DRAINAGE REQUIRED FOR BOTTOM DRAIN PLANTERS)
4. INDOOR APPLICATIONS REQUIRE Drip EMITTERS, OUTDOOR APPLICATIONS REQUIRE SPRAY NOZZLES MAY USE Drip EMITTERS WHERE APPLICABLE.
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